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Abstract

Dynamic assessment is an approach primarily based on sociocultural theory of mind with the objective of combining instruction and assessment. In this approach learners’ development is simultaneously assessed regarding their Zone of Proximal Development. The present study was intended to investigate the effect of Mobile-Assisted Dynamic Assessment (MADA) on IELTS writing task one and also the EFL learners' perception to such approaches toward language learning. In order to achieve the aim of this quasi-experimental study, a social networking application, namely Telegram was applied on mobile phones. Based on the scores on the Oxford Quick Placement Test, twenty-three Iranian advanced-level EFL learners out of a population of 40 students participated in this study. An intact group went through a pre-test-treatment-post-test process. In the end, the participants were interviewed for their perceptions on mobile assisted dynamic assessment which was used to assess their writing skill. The results of the data analysis revealed that the participants experienced improvement in their writing after the treatment and obtained a significant increase in their scores of the post-test, and they benefited from the process of dynamic assessment through online mobile-learning environment. They further had a positive perception towards MADA.
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1. Introduction

Assessment is of high importance in the context of teaching and learning in. Dynamic assessment (DA) as a specific kind of assessment provides corrective feedback which emphasizes the process of learning (Haywood & Lidz, 2006). English language teachers and instructors using dynamic assessment in conventional classrooms teach the same content to all students. In this kind of assessment, individual needs and difficulties are not taken into consideration. In this type of learning system, it may be difficult for students to maximize their learning outcome. Dynamic assessment in conventional classrooms may hinder learners’ performance as their English proficiency levels are heterogeneous, hence providing the same feedback may seem inadequate or demotivational to some students who do not need that feedback. Therefore, it is necessary to design a personalized environment to accommodate each student’s needs for learning a foreign language.

There have been innovative technologies which can affect language learning and education. The recent developments in mobile-based learning provided home works to increase users’ motivation and learning outcomes. The rapid advances in wireless communication technologies and mobile devices have brought significant changes to the way people receive, disseminate, and apply information. Such technological advances have also created a novel learning mode such as mobile learning (m-learning) (Chinnery, 2006; Soloway et al., 2001). Learners may usually encounter significant challenges in developing their writing performance on the IELTS test. This chapter begins with stating the problem and presents the significance and purpose of the study. Then, it introduces the research questions and
hypotheses. Following this, the definition of key-terms is provided. The last part of the chapter deals with the limitations and delimitations of the study.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Dynamic Assessment

2.1.1 Theoretical Background of DA

The theoretical background of dynamic assessment traces back on Vygotsky’s point of Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) and the concept of mediation, which influences the mental development of a person. Mediation is a process which refers to the transfer of data from instructors to learners within the area called ZPD, which differentiates between learners’ actions and capabilities without help and their capabilities and performance with the help of instructors. Vygotsky asserts that, “The zone of proximal development furnishes psychologists and educators with a tool through which internal course of development can be understood. By using this method we can take account of not only the cycles and maturation processes that have already been completed but also those processes that are currently in a state of formation (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 33).

Based on ZPD, where learning can happen and proceed, the main objective is to proceed information from what the learners’ can perceive with help into the mastery zone. According to Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994), there is a difference between learner’s present and future development level of performance. Bearing the concept of ZPD in mind, teachers and instructors aid their learners to think logically and conduct scientific concepts by interacting in the context of assisted performance. As Vygotsky states “The zone of proximal development permits us to delineate the child’s immediate future and his dynamic developmental state, allowing not only for what already has been achieved developmentally, but also for what is in the course of maturing (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 33).

According to Lantolf and Poehner (2008), the significant characteristic of dynamic assessment is that it merges instruction and assessment and unites teachers and students, and it emphasizes on students’ future development through their zone of proximal development. In this way, the real potential of the children is assessed, and assessment becomes a continuous process.

Feuerstein used the concept of ZPD-based dynamic assessment that was the contribution of Vygotsky. He asserted that DA assesses the real potential of the individual. According to Feuerstein (2002), DA is a kind of psychological assessment in which intervention is embedded within the process of assessment.

Sternberg and Grigorenko (2002) mentioned that there are three phases in the procedure of dynamic assessment (pre-test, treatment, and post-test), which is called sandwich format. In the first phase, the examiner provides the testee with a test in order to observe his abilities in a task; in the second phase, the testee is assisted in tasks which are similar to the one in the first phase. The instructor provides hints, suggestions, ramifications, and feedback in this
phase; in the third phase, which is called post-test, the examiner tests the testee once again.

2.1.2 Empirical Studies on Dynamic Assessment

Numerous studies have investigated and explored the concept of dynamic assessment in different fields. In the field of language teaching and learning, many researchers have studied the effect of dynamic assessment on different skills. Mirzaei, Shakibaei, and Jafarpour (2017) performed a study of a group-dynamic assessment on EFL learners’ vocabulary knowledge. They concluded that learners benefited from applying interactionist cumulative group-DA in increasing their depth of vocabulary knowledge. Ramazanpour (2016) considered the difference between male and female EFL learners in conducting a research on the effect of DA on the grammatical accuracy of writing. It was found that regarding the effect of DA on grammatical accuracy, there is no difference between male and female learners. Khoshsima, Saed, and Mortazavi (2016) intended to provide feedback through implementing interactionist dynamic assessment to teach explanation genre writing among BA students of English translation in the Iranian context. The findings of their study showed that students could perform better when dynamic assessment implemented to the instruction due to the feedback provided through negotiation.

Aghaebrahimian, Rahimirad, Ahmadi, and Alamdari (2014) conducted a study to explore the effectiveness of dynamic assessment on the writing ability among Iranian advanced learners. The results of their study revealed a significant change in the writing ability of participants due to the implication of dynamic assessment. In a study by Parsi and Sanavi (2015), the impact of teaching two techniques including Form-Focused Instruction and Conference Writing was investigated among Iranian intermediate EFL learners. The results of the study indicated that Conference Writing had a positive effect on learner’s writing ability by helping teachers to implement dynamic assessment in the classroom and to identify the learners’ errors through negotiation.

In a study by Yakisik and Cakir (2017), the effects of DA on English learners’ speaking skills were investigated. They followed the pre-test—treatment—post-test procedure in the study. The results of analyzing statistical data revealed significant effects of dynamic assessment on the experimental group and as well as the positive perception of learners’ towards the assessment procedure. A study by Davin (2016) revealed that the implementation of DA in language classrooms of an elementary school provided opportunities for the teacher to mediate and help learners to reformulate their produced materials. He reported that using DA in the whole classroom requires skilled teachers and instructors and DA should be a part of teacher education program. The role of DA in improving the oral proficiency skills of English learners was investigated by Weisgerber (2015). The results showed that DA could facilitate the development of grammatical and lexical abilities and cause greater use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies among learners.

2.2 Mobile Assisted Language Learning

Rapidly increasing use of smartphones and mobile applications have provided new opportunities for language learning and teaching inside and outside of the classroom. Mobile
phones make the process of language learning and teaching more manageable from any place regardless of time, without any restrictions. Mobile technologies have resulted in significant changes in language learning and teaching. English language teaching and its practices have also been affected by this paradigm flow of change, as well (Stockwell, 2010). The immense power of Mobile assisted language learning (MALL) technologies can assist more innovative educational methods (Sung, 2016).

Due to the distinctive features of mobile devices such as availability, portability, easy to handle, etc. there has been a wide range of use of these devices in educational settings that offers a more flexible environment for learners as well as educators. Educators can provide contents and materials related to language learning through mobile devices by using some features such as access to the internet, short message service (SMS), multimedia messaging service (MMS) instant messaging applications, audio/video players on these devices, etc.

Mobile learning provides a cooperative environment for learning process in which learners can interact with each other even outside the classroom. It motivates learners to use their free time to learn a foreign language (Isik & Cukurbasi, 2012). This kind of learning makes the learners relaxed as they are not required to sit in the classroom or at the table at home to use a computer to learn the language by getting the materials. They are able to use their mobile devices outside or at work, or while they are commuting.

The internet and social media are technological advances which have affected people’s lives in different ways. Education is one of these aspects, which has been influenced by the emerging advances in social media and networking. Language learning is a social and interactive phenomenon. Social networking applications on mobile devices can provide a distant learning environment for learners through which they are able to communicate and engage in internet chat rooms or instant messaging systems. In mobile-learning, learners need to interact with each other by using internet on their mobile devices. They can participate and communicate in real-time situations in online conversations through social media application on their mobile devices. “Mobile-Assisted Language Learning (MALL) deals with the use of mobile technology in language learning. In contrast to classroom learning, in MALL there is no need for the learners to sit in a classroom or at a computer to get learning materials. In fact, MALL can be considered an ideal solution to language learning barriers in terms of time and place” (Mosavi Miangah & Nezarat, 2012).

According to Theo Dunnewijk and Staffan Hultén (2006), mobile devices were invented in 1973 by John F Mitchell and Martin Cooper. The second generation of this technology (2G) was invented in Finland. In 2001, the Japanese started to use the third generation (3G) of this technology, and numerous companies launched new versions of these devices. In the new epoch of technology, there has been an urge for the use of mobile devices in an educational context which grants the opportunity to the learners to interact in an authentic context and improve their mastery (Scott W. Campbell, 2002). Using mobile devices in an effective way can provide opportunities for instructors and teachers to conduct, create, and convey their content materials, monitor learners’ participation, and assess their performance via mobile devices. Kukulska-Hulme and Shield (2008) looked into the influence of efficacy of mobile
devices in supporting the teaching and learning process.

In addition to this technology, by the advent of the internet, there has been a wide range of distance learning which allows learners to access educational contexts from different parts of the world. In distance learning context, learners do not get the urge to study a second or foreign language in a classroom.

2.2.1 Empirical Background on MALL

There have been numerous studies on the use of mobile devices as educational tools in teaching and learning language skills. Chen, Carger, and Smith (2017) explored the effects of scaffolding learners’ narrative writing skills via using tablets. They reported a significant increase in learners’ motivation and their quality of narrative writing due to the use of mobile technology. Kham Sila, Jocelyn, and Sudweeks (2017) developed a framework for helping non-native English migrant women in acquiring English vocabulary with the support of mobile assisted language learning (MALL). The findings of their study showed that migrant women had significantly enriched and positive vocabulary learning experience in MALL environment.

Foomani and Hedayati (2016) conducted a study on MALL in a seamless learning approach. They reported the effectiveness of mobile devices on learning English idioms and concluded that the participants favor the learner autonomy achieved by learner-generated context. In another study by Tarighat and Khodabakhsh (2016), the feasibility of assessment through mobile devices was investigated by using electronic portfolios and a social networking application (WhatsApp). Due to the lack of authentic communication, it was concluded that the mobile-assisted language assessment should be used alongside the other forms of assessment.

2.3 Academic Writing

Many approaches have probably emphasized the role of writing development. Understanding what is done while writing and how the writing task is approached, may guarantees learners’ success in academic writing. One can start writing after figuring everything out. Justifying the opinion in the mind is much more complicated, especially when learners need to put their opinion into words which bear the reason that they have in their head (Ellis, 2009). The writing module of IELTS, is one of the sections of the exam which tests the students’ ability in the English language. This section itself has 2 parts: academic writing task one and academic writing task two.

The first step in academic writing is to find a reason to write, which means finding a question about which to get curious. Since critical thinking is designed to help thinkers to be aware of the way that they think through, a critical question would be designed to guide the student away from questions that would produce cognitive bias. That does not mean it is easy (Vallis, L., G., 2010). In this way, a critical question may not be a set of rules but a learning tool—a guide to help a writer to avoid bias, but also to understand what constitutes a question that will yield further thinking.
The questioning technique is used in the writing section of IELTS test. This technique is an effective way of motivating students to write. By implementing this technique in teaching writing skills, students’ critical thinking has been developed, which helps students to think critically and actively participate in writing actively (Brown & Hill, 1998).

3. Methodology

3.1 Research Questions and Hypothesis

The aim of this study was to answer the following questions:

1. Does mobile-assisted dynamic assessment improve IELTS writing task one quality by Iranian advanced EFL learners?
2. What is the Iranian EFL learners’ perception of the mobile-assisted dynamic assessment for the IELTS writing task one?

The following null hypothesis was formulated in order to answer the first research question:

H0: Mobile-assisted dynamic assessment is not significantly effective in developing IELTS writing task one by EFL learners.

3.2 Research Design

This research study reports on a quasi-experimental study regarding the effectiveness of dynamic assessment on writing tasks of the participants in the intact group through the online mobile environment. In order to gather the appropriate data to obtain a more complete understanding of the research questions, a mixed methods design based on the classification provided by Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) was applied. It involved collecting quantitative data first, and then incorporating the perspectives of the individuals by qualitative data.

3.3 Participants

The participants of the study consisted of the advanced Iranian EFL learners in Jahad Daneshgahi Institute of Zanjan, Iran. The researcher applied convenience sampling in order to select the participants. Twenty-three advanced EFL learners participated in this study. The ages of the participants were between 18 to 30 years old; they were learning English as a foreign language. As these participants all were studying the same course of English, they were all advanced learners. The focus of the study was on the effect of the dynamic assessment on IELTS writing task one through mobile learning among female learners. They had the same level of proficiency and the same native language, hence they participated OQPT and were homogeneous in terms of English language knowledge.

3.4 Instruments and Material

3.4.1 Oxford Quick Placement Test

In order to measure the proficiency level of the participants, the Oxford Quick Placement Test was applied. According to Geranpayeh (2006), OQPT as a standardized English proficiency
test has been tested and validated in 60 countries. As stated by Allan (2004, as cited in Rashidi and Mirsalari, 2016), this test has been rated against the proficiency levels based on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF), the Cambridge ESOL Examinations, and other major international examinations such as TOEFL. In order to measure the reliability of the test, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated. The resulting $\alpha$ coefficient of reliability ($\alpha =0.707$, $0>\alpha >1$), indicates that the items have shared acceptable covariance and they measure the same underlying concept. This proves the reliability of the placement test used in this study.

3.4.2 Interview

In order to obtain qualitative insight into the perception of the participants about the program, a semi-structured interview with a set of pre-determined questions was conducted to explore themes and further response.

3.5 Procedure

The procedure of data collection for this study includes implementation of a placement test, pre-test, treatment, and a post-test. Independent variable mobile assisted dynamic assessment, and a dependent variable was IELTS writing task one. In order to identify the learners’ level of general English language and select advanced ones, a placement test was applied. Those who scored a grade 70-79 based on a cut-off score made by Allen, 2004, were classified as advanced level learners. Then these students received treatment through mobile application telegram and a post-test was administered to the group after the treatment. Finally, the results derived from pre-test and post-test were compared.

The procedures of the research were explained clearly to the participants and they were informed that the information obtained in this study was confidential. The IELTS writing test of task one was used for the purpose of assessing the writing ability of the learners. This test was also applied for the post-test.

At the first step of the study, forty students took part in Oxford Quick Placement Test, and twenty-three EFL learners were selected as the participants of this study. The purpose of using this test was to select advanced-level students.

In the second step, one topic was given to the participants as a pre-test and they were asked to write about it. The students had 20 minutes to give their first writings to the teacher. Each writing sample was scored independently by each rater, and an inter-rater reliability was calculated.

The third step of the study was carried out by applying dynamic assessment through the telegram mobile application. The content of the course was constructed by the researcher in a more comprehensible and explicit way in order to motivate students to write without being confused or frustrated. In order to assess learners’ writings dynamically, the researcher as a teacher in this study went through the treatment by using telegram application and having online connection individually with each learner out of the classroom for four weeks.
In presenting the mediation to the experimental group, the students were informed about their problems in the texts, then these problematic areas of the writings in the pre-test of students were considered and with the purpose of helping them for writing better reports, some suggestions were given to them. Accordingly, during the 10 sessions of mediation, in order to motivate the students to write and actively participate in writing task, the questioning task was used as an effective way. Some critical questions about the diagrams were selected from the material provided from complete IELTS series and used as a learning tool to guide the learners away from questions that would produce cognitive bias and help them to understand what constitutes a question that would yield further thinking. Also, based on the needs of the students and the kind of the problem, the suggestions were presented to the students implicitly (by an example in a sentence) or explicitly (by giving explanations).

As a fourth step, after the 10th session, the subjects were given the second topic. The second writing as a post-test was given 20 minutes in order to achieve the main goal of the research, which was investigating the effect of treatment (instruction through a mediated learning experience) and subjects were supposed to write it according to the information they received during the course. As the aim of the researcher was to consider the criteria, such as task achievement, coherence and cohesion, lexical resource, and grammatical range, the effect of topic variation was not taken into account in analyzing the results.

As the fifth step, in order to obtain qualitative insight into the perception of the participants about the program, a semi-structured interview with a set of pre-determined questions was conducted through telegram for exploring themes and further responses.

The data obtained from both sections of the pre-test and post-test went through descriptive and inferential statistics. Accordingly, the results showed the frequency, mean, and standard deviation values for both of the pre-test and post-test scores, both totally and separately.

3.6 Data Analysis

The first research question of the study aims at investigating whether there is any significant effect of mobile-assisted dynamic assessment on learners’ IELTS writing task one score. In order to obtain a more succinct answer to this question, the scores obtained from the pre-test and post-test part of the research were analyzed.

Table 1. Paired Samples Statistics for Pre-test and Post-test scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>5.9348</td>
<td>1.18996</td>
<td>0.24812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-test 1</td>
<td>6.3043</td>
<td>1.23158</td>
<td>0.25680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 2</td>
<td>5.9130</td>
<td>1.15456</td>
<td>0.24074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-test 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The descriptive statistics of the pre-test and post-test scores are presented in Table 1. As it is indicated in this table, the mean score for the pre-test is 5.9348, and the mean score for the post-test is 6.3043. Based on this table, the difference between pre-test and post-test mean scores indicated that the participants experienced improvement in their writing after the treatment and we can conclude that they did better in post-test than pre-test.

Note. \( N=23 \).

### Table 2. Paired Samples t-Test Results for Pre-test and Post-test scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1 pre-test &amp;</td>
<td>-0.3695</td>
<td>.40501</td>
<td>.08445</td>
<td>-5.4470 - 4.5364</td>
<td>-4.37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-test 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.33563</td>
<td>.06998</td>
<td>-2.24617 - 1.593</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 2 pre-test &amp;</td>
<td>-0.3913</td>
<td>.3563</td>
<td>.06998</td>
<td>-5.4364 - 5.593</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-test 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.33563</td>
<td>.06998</td>
<td>-2.24617 - 1.593</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. \( N=23 \). \( p<0.05 \)

According to the results of the paired sample t-test (table 2), the level of significance (2-tailed) value or \( p \)-value is 0.000 for pair 1 (pre-test 1-post-test 1) and it is also 0.000 for the second pair (pre-test 2-post-test 2). The level of significance for both pre-test and post-test is less than the probability value (\( p<0.05 \)). Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a significant difference between pre-test and post-test scores, and it can be claimed that the participants took advantage of mediation and intervention and obtained a reasonable increase in their scores of the post-test (0.000 < 0.05).

### 3.6.1 The Analysis of the Qualitative Data

In order to gather the qualitative data on the participants’ perception of mobile assisted dynamic assessment, a semi-structured interview, including a series of questions with accompanying queries that probed for more detailed and contextual data, was conducted via
telegram. Metaphor analysis was used as a research tool in this study. In education research, metaphor analysis has long been used as a heuristic to raise awareness about theoretical assumptions, challenge established beliefs, and promote change in classroom (Guerrero & Villamil, 2001). Lakoff and Johnson (2003) suggested that metaphors are not merely linguistic ornaments, but an expression of the structure of thought. All participants (N=23) provided their answers to the series of open-ended questions by chatting with the researcher via telegram. In this study, 163 metaphors developed by the participants were identified and assigned to 10 categories. These categories were transferred to SPSS with coding. The percentage and frequency of the metaphors were calculated. Categories belonging to participants’ evaluation of the program via semi-structured interviews, were calculated.

Table 3. The Frequency, percentage and Examples of the Metaphors obtained from Students' Evaluation of the MADA Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Name</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>I think that this program was very effective for me.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Using telegram in learning writing was really interesting.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-confidence</td>
<td>When I was communicating via this program, I felt more confident.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-saving</td>
<td>I could communicate much better than face-to-face classes.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress-free</td>
<td>I did not have any stress during the dynamic assessment session on telegram.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-saving</td>
<td>I didn’t have to go out of home and spend more time to arrive to the class.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful</td>
<td>The program was really beneficial to me by providing feedbacks and examples.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>I could really achieve to higher level in writing task by using this program.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>I could use the program whenever and wherever I could regardless of time and place.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>This program was very advantageous for me.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13.49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the data presented in table 3, the participants developed 22 metaphors related to the positive perception category. The metaphor analysis of the answers indicated the willingness of the participants in using the program. The participants developed totally 22 metaphors related to the “useful” category. They linked the MADA program mostly to its availability as stated with an example below:

*I could use the program whenever and wherever I could regardless of time and place.*

As indicated in table 3, the participants also related the advantages of this program in teaching and testing and showed their gratitude toward the application of MADA in teaching and testing the writing skill by providing their metaphors for “usefulness category”, and the reasons regarding the criteria of effectiveness and motivation follow as this:

*The program was really beneficial to me by providing feedbacks and examples.*

*I think that this program was very effective for me.*

*Using telegram in learning writing was really interesting.*

According to the data in table 3, the participants related few metaphors to “face-saving” category, which indicates their willingness to face-to-face interactions. Based on the results of the metaphor analysis, almost all participants had positive perceptions towards the program. The results coming out of the frequency table provided answer for the second research question of this study. It was concluded that they evaluated the program effective and useful.

### 4. Conclusion

This study aimed to fill the gap for writing performance intervention research that focused on meetings needs of EFL learners who are in the process of acquiring English as a foreign language and who have been participated in IELTS preparation courses. The focus of the dynamic assessment aimed to equip participants with strategies to construct reports on IELTS writing task one. Results indicated a significant effect of MADA on EFL learners’ writing performance. As evidenced in Parsi and Sanavi (2015) and Najmi (2015), the mobile-based dynamic assessment engaged participants as active learners who could regulate use of prompts and hints in their writings. Therefore, situated within the context of results found for Iranian EFL learners, integrating instruction and assessment in the evaluation of writing performance and MADA procedure played a role in equipping participants with the tools and strategies needed to approach the task one of writing on IELTS test. Also, the results of metaphor analysis which was conducted to explore participants’ perception, indicated their positive perception of mobile assisted dynamic assessment of IELTS writing task one.
5. Pedagogical Implications and Recommendations

Despite the problems of generalizability, the findings of this study have a number of implications in the field of teaching and assessment. In this study, a significant increase was observed in the scores of the learners on the ability of IELTS writing task one due to the mediation through intervention and interaction via the mobile-based online environment. According to this finding, some conclusions can be made. For instance, the instruction provided for the learners should be slightly above their level of cognitive development.

According to Stremmel and Fu (1993), the teacher plays a significant role in providing a supportive context for encouraging the learners’ learning during the dynamic assessment approach. Significantly the teacher as a mediator is responsible for making a decision on providing and incorporating a scaffolding into assessment by recognizing each learner’s level and abilities. This online personalized environment via mobile devices provides the teacher with an opportunity to incorporate supportive approach and especial scaffolding according to each learner’s needs. Outside of the class, mobile devices are used as mediational tools while studying English. The teacher could provide more individualized and personalized feedback to each learner via online mobile assisted dynamic assessment.

The present study attempted to apply a mobile assisted dynamic assessment approach for assessing IELTS writing task one. Further future research in this area requires focusing on the suggestions that follow. This study was limited to only one type of dynamic assessment that is the online learning experience, so future studies can focus on the other types of dynamic assessment related to the classroom. Also, future research is required to focus on the type and amount of mediation required in the process of dynamic assessment.

The sample of this study included only the advanced proficiency level learners. Future research can investigate the effect of mobile assisted dynamic assessment on the learners of other levels of proficiency. Besides writing, mobile assisted dynamic assessment can be done with other types of writings and language skills. The effect of mediation provided to the learners is different from learner to learner because the degrees of responsiveness to the mediation or instruction are not the same. Therefore, the extent to which different learners benefit from the online assistance requires further investigations.
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